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Team of Young, Social Media Ninjas,
working for social change. True
believers in technology we have
been empowering diverse groups.
We specialize in all aspects of Online
safety, from policy to capacity
building. We have done Internet
safety workshops across India and
the globe, created innovative tech
solutions for positive use of social
media.



Foreword
As a grassroots organisation, Social Media Matters has
been active for the past decade. Our extensive work with
young people has given us insight into the challenges that
arise within various cultural settings. We found that online
dating was still largely frowned upon in many parts of
India. It is also common that many users avoid talking to
their parents about their dating lives. They also raised a
number of safety concerns, which is of paramount
importance. Very few people claimed that they constantly
worried about spam and safety during matches. This
online survey illuminates developing concerns that all
parties involved in this effort need to be aware of in order
to effectively address them.

PRATISHTHA, CEO



TOTAL RESPONDENTS

45000+



IMPRESSION

23,OO,000+



Online dating has become more prominent in India,
and by 2023. Online dating providers are expected
to have reached 441 million active users worldwide
by the end of 2023. 



Online Dating in India

In more traditional countries like India, online dating
may still be seen as weird and frowned upon by the
wider populace. As an additional downside, there have
been allegations of fraudulent profiles being made on
dating services, leading to a loss of trust between
members. Concerns over privacy are amplified when
people use dating services and reveal personal
information that could be abused by hackers. 



Most people who use dating apps in
India are either young adults or city
dwellers. The majority of Indians who
use online dating services do so from
their mobile phones, with Tinder,
Bumble, and OkCupid being some of
the most widely used choices. ** Let's
not forget that India is also a huge
market for matrimonial services that
facilitate arranged marriages, in
addition to casual dating applications.



In particular, reports by women of
stalking, harassment, and sexual
assault have heightened worries
about the safety of online dating. 



POLL RESPONSESPOLL RESPONSES



#SwipeSafe - The Poll#SwipeSafe - The Poll



See Poll Online

https://twitter.com/SociallyBlog/status/1618219650306965504?s=20&t=FySNkVZJzsMKz-yvG0176g


32% of respondents state that they don't feel
too safe and 34% have opted that they don't
feel safe at all when it comes to meeting
people via Dating Apps. 



See Poll Online

https://twitter.com/SociallyBlog/status/1618558230430642176?s=20&t=2r5DEeMT5QINrboSbeyvXw


40% of respondents opted that they do not believe
that Dating Apps have effective mechanisms to
address their complaints. This calls for a greater
discussion around developing faster resources and
tools to look into user complaints and make the
experience better.  



See Poll Online

https://twitter.com/SociallyBlog/status/1618920018527547395?s=20&t=cvoh9s9M7uGqjaPtXsvgYQ


Amongst other issues that users face on Dating
Apps, receiving sexually explicit messages
received maximum vote. Next to it is catcalling
and receiving threats. 



See Poll Online

https://twitter.com/SociallyBlog/status/1619934908130140161?s=20&t=-erO5QMXW7ruEMjA-pVDeg


The menace of fake profiles has entered the
dating arena too where profiles are created to
spam and perform illicit activities. We need to
look into verification processes which maintains
user's privacy and also, authenticated the
profiles. 



See Poll Online

https://twitter.com/SociallyBlog/status/1620769896035667968?s=20&t=dzCg4t60tFBXZ52MoRik4Q


33% of respondents agreed to have negative
experiences with Dating Apps. Stakeholders,
Experts, Activists, and Groups need to look into
this deeply and flesh out the existing issues. 



See Poll Online

https://twitter.com/SociallyBlog/status/1621404058387943424?s=20&t=1KrYdY0Cg2dbMWMhDgLD-A


34% 40%

Do not feel safe meeting
people via Dating Apps

Say that Dating Apps do
not have effective

mechanisms to help
users

40%

Received Sexually
Explicit Messages



55% 60%

Users believe that the
issue of Fake Profiles is

the top concern

Said that they have come
across Spam/Fake Profile

on Dating App

34%

Rated their experience
on Dating App

Negative



Background checks
Photo verification
Reporting mechanisms 

1.
2.
3.

   
These are just some of the additional safety precautions that dating apps and websites can use to reassure
users. There should be more efforts to educate the public about safe online dating practices, as well
as teach individuals how to recognize phony profiles and prevent fraud, as this can assist to relieve
privacy issues. 

What we need is better moderation, which includes a faster response time to reports of harassment, abuse,
and bogus profiles.

What is the best course of action?What is the best course of action?
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